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Civic chief to conduct
inspection of works
Carried out under Swaccha Bharat Abhiyan
By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: In
order to take stock of
cleanliness activity
and civil works in
various departments
and nodes, civic chief
Dr. Ramaswamy N
will have special
meetings and visits at
all the eight nodes
under the municipal
corporation limits.
As per an official,
the civic chief has
decided on dates
wherein he will take
stock of the work
carried out under the
Swaccha Bharat
Abhiyan and other
civic actives. The
official said the survey

was supposed to begin
from Airoli on October
5, 2018, however, due
to some inevitable
reasons the survey
will begin from

October 6th.
In the survey tour,
residents of respective

nodes will be able to
interact with the civic
chief directly and can
share suggestions and
grievances. To ensure
a proper system, the
citizens will be given a
token number from
9.30 to 10 in the
morning and citizens
will have to give their
suggestions / complaints in writing to
the municipal commissioner.
After that, the
municipal commissioner will conduct a
detailed inspection of
the department office
and discuss with the
head of the departments and concerned

officials.
The Division wise
schedule for the
survey of the municipal commissioner will
be as follows.
Belapur Division 06 October 2018
Airoli Department
-10th Oct. 2018
Turbhe division 11 October 2018
Ghansoli Branch 16 October 2018
Koparkhairane
Sector - Day. 23
October 2018
Vashi division 24th Oct2018
Nerul division - 30
October 2018
Digha Department
- 31 October 2018

Anti-Narcotics Awareness programme
held at Datta Meghe College

By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: On
Thursday, Anti-Narcotics Awareness programme was held in
Datta Meghe College,
Airoli. Mr. Tushar
Doshi, DCP Crime,
Cont. on pg. 3
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CM announces
the reduction of
petrol price by
Rs 5 in Maharashtra
By Chandrashekhar
Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: There
was a great relief from
the mounting petrol
price when Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis made an important announcement
of the reduction of
petrol prices by twoand-a-half times after
the government announced reduction in
petrol and diesel
rates. Result was the
reduction of the cost
of petrol in the state
by Rs 5/ per liter.
As a result
of rising international prices of crude oil in
the international market, fuel prices are increasing
steadily
worldwide. Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley announced the
reduction in petrol and
diesel rates by 25 paise
a liter and thus not letting the domestic people get affected due to
its adverse effects. Also,
the states should also
reduce the value added
tax (VAT) of 2.5 rupees
as your share, said
Jaitley. Responding to
this appeal, the Chief
Minister announced to

cut in the price of petrol
by two and a half rupees in Maharashtra.
This will reduce petrol
prices by Rs 5 per liter
in the state. This important decision of the
Center and the state

government has given
great relief to the people. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi along
with Shri. Jaitley and
the Chief Minister were
thanked by the people.
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 Urgent Sale 1.5 BHK at Rabale, 2nd Floor, Gothivali
Gaon. Call owner : 99675 44137 / 93229 45178
 Sale 1 BHK C-Type at Sector - 48, Seawood, Nerul,
Navi Mumbai. Contact Mr. Shaikh : 99675 44137 /
9029988600
 NL-2 type, Sector - 9, Nerul for Office / House for Rent.
Bachelors or Students. Contact owner : 99675 44137
 For Sale 1 BHK - 560 Sq. Ft. At Ground Floor of well
Maintained Society for Sale in Sector - 9A, Vashi. Interested please call : 09137887485
 Flat for sale 2 BHK Flat in Sudarshan CHS, Sector - 17,
Vashi. Contact Owner : 98200 37600 / 99001 13916
 For Sale Excellent Condition Spacious 2 BHK Flat + Big
Terrace, Sector - 28, Vashi, Modular Kitchen, New Washrooms with Lift & Stilt Parking, Area 1350 Sq. Ft. Rate 1.55
Cr. Contact Owner : 9821296065, 9321971777,
9022255575
 For Sale Office, Vardhaman Chambers, Vashi, 1st Floor,
Sector - 17. Area : 335 Sq. Ft. Full Furnished. Contact
Owner : 9820502841 / 9820106971

 Walk in Interview required Sales Executive for Loan Products like Business Loan, Mortgage Loan, Home Loan &
Personal Loan. The Referral, Shop No. 17, Bhoomi Oscar, Plot No. 16 & 17, Sector - 9, Ghansoli, Navi Mumbai.
Call on : 9664337694
 Urgent Vacancy for a E-Commerce Company in New
Panvel. Office Staff - 2nos. Graduate with fluency in English and Computer and Internet knowledge. Salary 1012 per month Candidates residing in Panvel or Nearby
only needed to apply. Send CV to wmmecommerce
pvt@gmail.com
 Wanted at Belapur Accountant C.A. Inter / M.Com/ B.com
experience Minimum 5 years Female with good Communication skills : E-mail : globalteckhrd@gmail.com
 Required English, Science & PT Teacher for Aarose International Schoo, Mavel Soham, Plot 147, Sector - 2,
Ulwe, Navi Mumbai. Call : 7666703337, 7666113337,
8879700706
 Required Account Asst. (Female) & Office Boy/ Bouse
Keeping at Sec. 19, Vashi. Contact : 81081 66983

 Warehouse on lease. Available Approx. 2500 Storage
with furnsihed Office, Retiring Room and Kitchen in Mahape
as Warehouse or Industry. Contact Owner : 9322234228,
9322399183

 Urgenlty required Receptionst Min. Qualification 12th Pass.
Basic Comuter Knowledge. Contact : Discover Elevators, Sai Krupa CHS, House No. 125/003, Room 101,
Sector - 1, Near Hanuman Mandir, Shirwane, Nerul.
Contact : 9167686803

 Rent 1 BHK, 2nd Floor, Simandhar CHS, Near Merchant
Gymkhana, Sector - 14, Vashi. Rent : 18,000 p.m. Deposit : 80,000. Contact : 98692 11399

 Required 2 to 3 years experience RCC Draftsman (Civil)_
at Vashi Office. Contact : 9820519523

 2 BHK Flat for Sale in Ulwe, Near Bamandongri Railway
Station. 90 Lac. (Nego.) with Parking. Call : 98199 42653

EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
HOSPITA LS
Nayak Laboratory
Shushrusha Heart
D Y Patil Nerul
Sterling Hospital, Vashi
MGM Hospital, Vashi
Apollo Cliic, Vashi
MGM Hospital, CBD
MGM HospitalKalamboli
Vashi Civic Hospital
Nerul Civic Hospital
PKC Hospital
Dr. Mahajan’s Hospital & ITC

27600500
27722506
39215999
27826969
61526666
27881322
27572293
27423405
27899901
27703760
27652476
27691679

ATTENTION READERS
While every effort is made to check the genuineness of
party/parties inserting ads in this paper, we cannot be held
responsible for the truthfulness of its contents. The publishers, Editor and/or the staff cannot be held responsible for
any loss or damage due to transactions that they may enter
into guided by the ads.

 Urgently required experienced Driver @ Kharghar for
Private Car. Preferably form CBD/Kharghar. Time : 9 am
to 8 pm. Salary 15K. Contact No. 9867030506 /
9819420165
 Urgently required Lady Receptionist at Sector - 12, Vashi
Clinic. Contact : 99303 06389 / 99303 06399

PAYING GUEST
 Lady PG Accomodation available at Kharghar Sector 35D,
with all facilties. Contact : 79776 30070
 Male / Female PG, Accomodation available near Mc
Donald, Sector - 17, Call Maya : 93222 82264
 P. G. Available at Kharghar, Sector - 35D working Ladies
and student ladies with all facilities. 5500 pm. Contact :
79776 30070
 Bachelor Accomodation available at Koperkhairane
Rs 3500 pm with one month advance payment. Contact :
92242 99669 / 92242 997606

SPECIAL OFFER
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ON REAL
ESTATE (Buying /Selling /Paying Guest etc.)
A 20 word classified in NEWSBAND
will cost you only Rs 100/- Applicable
for direct buyers and sellers.
For details, call : 20870513, 27815380

PUBLIC NOTICE
My clients (1) SMT. THANGAMMAL D. MURTHY, (2) MR. D.
SUBRAMANIAM, (3) MR. D. PONNUSWAMY and (4) MR. D.
PALANIAPPAN are joint owners of the property i.e. Core Unit /
Sub-Plot No. 27, Main Plot No. 56, Shree Sai Co-operative Housing
Society Ltd., Sector – 18-A, Nerul, Navi Mumbai – 400706, built
up area admeasuring about 25.00 sq. mtrs; They were having
following original documents of the said Apartment:
(i) Allotment Letter issued by the CIDCO in the name of the Shree
Prasad Adinath Barge.
(ii) Agreement of Hire Purchase executed between the CIDCO
and Shree Prasad Adinath Barge.
(iii) Possession letter issued by the CIDCO in the name of Shree
Prasad Adinath Barge.
(iv) Plan Copy issued by the CIDCO.
(v) Deed of Assignment dated 11/03/2002, registered under
Document No. TNN-6-01951-2002 Receipt No. 222 between
Shree Prasad Adinath Barge and late Mr. N. D. Murthy and
Smt. Thangammal D. Murthy.
(vi) CIDCO transfer NOC from the name of Shree Prasad Adinath
Barge to the name of late Mr. N. D. Murthy and Smt.
Thangammal D. Murthy.
(vii)All CIDCO payment receipts.
(viii)Share Certificate No. 26 vide its distinctive Nos. 126 to 130
dated 15/07/2001 issued by the Shri Sai C.H.S. Ltd;
All the above mentioned original documents of above mentioned
properties have been lost or misplaced from Nerul, Navi-Mumbai.
Hence Notice is hereby given to all person that, if anybody has
found the above mentioned original allotments then kindly be return
to undersigned or my client on above mentioned address. If anybody
is having any type of claim then to approach & give in writing
within 15 days from the date of publication this notice. Further not to
deal with any other person except my client in respect of any right,
title, interest, claim or demand, sale, transfer of the above said
properties.
Instructed by me.
Sd/Mr. ANANDA N. POL, B.Sc., LL.M.
Advocate High Court
Flat No. A-1103, Hill View Residency C.H.S. Ltd.,
Plot No. 5 & 6, Sector – 30 & 31
C.B.D. Belapur, Navi Mumbai – 400614
Date : 05-10-2018
Mobile : 9821589350 / 8369476987
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Action taken against unauthorized
hawkers and marginal spaces at
Belapur and Digha

By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: From
Belapur to Digha, actions were taken
against a total of 421
unauthorized hawkers
and 104 marginal spaces and sum of Rs 4
lakh 64 thousand five
hundred was collected.
Earlier on October
1, similar actions were
taken against 127 unauthorized hawkers
and 228 marginal spaces and Rs. 8 lakh 8
thousand 200 was recovered as fine.
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Municipal Commissioner pays
a visit to hospital at Nerul

Municipal Commissioner Dr Ramaswami N did an inspection of Nerul’s Meenatai Thackeray Hospital to ensure that the patients over there received adequate medical facilities. He was accompanied by additional commissioner Ramesh Chavan and medical
health officer Dr Dayanand Katke. (By Chandrashekhar Hendve)

Special cleanliness campaign held
at Koparkhairane and Digha

CIDCO’s Chairman inspects
Water Supply Centre

CIDCO’s Chairman MLA Prashant Thakur along with officers did the inspection of
Water Supply Centre and gave orders that necessary actions be taken against the
problems existing over there. (By Vijaykumar Kamble)

Folk Flutes to
host Fame- Idol
Folk Flutes Multimedia Pvt ltd will be hosting Fame Idol, a dance contest, on October 7,
at Gyandeep School, Karave from 7.00 pm onwards. The aim of the contest is to bring different talents under one roof.

By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: Various activities related to
cleanliness were carried out under the
“Cleanliness Service”
during the period from
September 15 to October 02, 2018, on the 4th
anniversary of Clean
India Mission.
Accordingly, on
Wednesday, a special
clean-up campaign was
organized in the area

Anti-Narcotics Awareness...
Cont. from pg. 1
Navi Mumbai and Dr.
Sudhakar Pathare,
DCP Zone-1, Vashi,
Navi Mumbai inaugurated the program by
cutting the ribbon,
along with Management, Principal & Head

of the Department.
Sr PI Rabale Godase, Sr PI Rabale traffic Tanvir Shaikh, Sr PI
Meera Bansode, Sr PI
Popere and Sr PI Sandipan Shinde were also
present.

under the “Cleanliness
Service” in which students of the Crisis Education Center in Koparkhairane. Students
cleaned the area and
educated the citizens
about waste segregation. In this campaign
cleanliness officer Mr.
Prahlad Khosa, Clean-

er Inspector Mr.
Dinesh Waghulde,
Christ Education Organisation’s teachers
and NSS students were
present in big number.
Similarly, essay
competition for students of Sanjeevani
Vidyalaya was organized in Digha area.
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Loveyatri
Loveyatri (transl. Love travellers) is a Bollywood musical romantic drama produced by Salman Khan under Salman Khan Films and directed
by debutante Abhiraj Minawala.
LOVE YATRI is a about journey of love and it
also marks the debut of the lead pair Aayush Sharma and Warina Hussain. Loveyatri is a contemporary love story of Sushrut (Aayush Sharma) and
Manisha
( Wa r i n a
Hussain),
which rev o l v e s
around the
festival of
Navratri.
Manisha has
come to Gujarat for the
Navratri festival and she
falls in love
with Sushrut
but after the
festival gets
over she has to go to abroad, Sushrut goes abroad
and tries to convince Manisha’s father played by
Ronit Roy. Ram Kapoor plays the role of Sushrut’s father. The lead pair of the film look amazing,
they steal the show. The film romantic with proper
dose of comedy in it.
The film has Aayush Sharma as Sushrut, Warina Hussain as Michelle, Anshuman Jha, Ronit Roy,
Ram Kapoor, Prachi Shah, Pratik Gandhi, Mohini
Sharma, Arnab Shah, Amitabh Mishra, Salman
Khan (cameo appearance), Arbaaz Khan as
Jignesh (cameo appearance), Sohail Khan as
Bhavesh (cameo appearance) and Caroline Wilde.
Tanishk Bagchi, JAM8 (Kaushik-Akash-Guddu) and Lijo George - DJ Chetas composed the
soundtrack of the film. The film has songs like
“Chogada”, “Akh Lad Jaave”, “Tera Hua”, “Rangtaari”, “Dholida”, “Loveyatri Title Track”, “Chogada” (Unplugged), “Tera Hua” (Unplugged) and
“Loveyatri Mashup”.

Lupt
Lupt (English: Vanished) is a 2018 Indian Hindi-language supernatural horror film starring Javed Jaffrey, Niki Aneja Walia and Vijay Raaz. The
film is directed by Prabhuraj. The movie is about
an eerie and spooky journey into the realms of the
unknown. The movie creates an aura of suspense.
It is replete with timely jump-scare moments, coupled with loud, ominous music. Jaaferi is seen as a
hapless man, trying to seek meaning behind repeat-

ed flashes of
vision that
doctors pass
off as but a
result
of
chronic insomnia.
Meenakshi
Dixit’s diabolic face
took the center stage,
featuring as
a possessed
soul with a
gash on her
forehead and
the eyes without pupils. A secluded house with a
pram parked a few yards in the front is also seen
in the frame.
The film has Javed Jaffrey as Harsh Tandon,
Vijay Raaz as Dev, Karan Aanand as Rahul, Niki
Aneja Walia as Shalini Tandon, Meenakshi Dixit
as Tanu Tandon, Rishab Chadha as Sam Tandon,
Rishina Kandhari as Geeta, Kasturi Banerjee, Rajeev Bhardwaj, Rayees Mohiuddin, Kiearra soni
as Riya and Natasa Stankovic (special appearance
in song “Bhoot Hu Main”).

Pihu
Pihu is a
film directed
by director
Kapri Vinod.
It is a social thriller
starring the
two
year
baby girl.
She is living
in a home
where the
adults are
g o i n g
through a
complicated
phase. Being a toddler, she is occasionally trapped
in the accidental situations. Circumstances lead to
a 2 year old girl ‘Pihu’ being left alone in an apartment. What ensues, makes for an edge of the seat
social thriller, based on a true story which is sure to
blow your mind.
The film has Myra Vishwakarma and Prerna
Vishwakarma as main actors.

Andhadhun
Andhadhun (English: The Blind Melody) is an
Indian romantic black comedy thriller film directed

by Sriram Raghavan. The film stars Ayushmann
Khurrana, Tabu and Radhika Apte in the lead roles.
Ayushmann is portraying a blind pianist in the
film and some mysterious events happen in his life
that leads to various plot twists. There’s actually a
dilemma if he’s blind or pretends to be so in order
to debunk the mysteries surrounding him. He sees
what he shouldn’t. She sees what he couldn’t. So
the question is, does he see it or not? AndhaDhun
unfolds primarily in three distinct spaces in Pune a middle-class bachelor’s pad on Prabhat Road,
an upscale Magarpatta City apartment of a former
movie star, and a popular watering hole frequented
by the well-heeled. Each of these locations has a
grand piano.
The instrument gives
the film a lush
soundscape
all right but,
in keeping
with the spirit
of the twisted tale, the
sensations it
triggers, underscores or
accompanies
are deliberately askew.
The plot, inspired by a
duly acknowledged French short film, Olivier Treiner’s L’accordeur (The Piano Tuner, 2010), about a
young musician who on a whim decides to act blind
after failing to win the Bernstein Prize, rests on
several acts that are either hard to fathom, if not
outright inexplicable, or are unsettlingly abrupt:
feigned blindness, a cold-blooded murder and cover-ups and conspiracies that go awry, among many
other vicious instances of omission and commission.
The film has Ayushmann Khurrana, Tabu, Radhika Apte, Anil Dhawan, Zakir Hussain, Ashwini
Kalsekar, Manav Vij and Chaya Kadam.
The songs are composed by Amit Trivedi,
Raftaar and Girish Nakod. The lyrics are written
by Jaideep Sahni, Raftaar and Girish Nakod. The
film has songs like “Naina Da Kya Kasoor” sung
by Amit Trivedi, “Aap Se Milkar” by Abhijeet
Shrivastava, Aakanksha Sharma, “Wo Ladki” by
Arijit Singh, “Laila Laila” by Amit Trivedi, “Oh Bhai
Re” by Shadab Faridi, Altamash Faridi, “Andhadhun
Title Track” (Music & Lyrics by Raftar and Girish
Nakod) by Raftaar, “Andhadun” (Theme 01) by
Amit Trivedi, “Andhadun” (Theme 02) by Amit
Trivedi, “Naina Da Kya Kasoor” (Electronic) by
Amit Trivedi and “Aap Se Milkar” (Reprise)
by Ayushmann Khurrana.
Cont. on pg. 6
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Gandhi Jayanti celebrated in different way

By Staff Reporter
To mark the birth
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, residents
of N Tower building of
Mhada Colony, Mulund
East, celebrated Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti
in an unusual way by
cleaning their 22-storey
building on Tuesday. All

the residents of N tower building spontaneously participated in
this cleanliness campaign.
On 2nd October,
Swacch Bharat Abhiyan is being organized
throughout the country
on the occasion of Mahatma Gandhi Jayanti.

The idea belonged to
Mangesh Chikane,
president of N-tower
building. All the residents of the building
spontaneously took part
in this cleanliness campaign organized in collaboration with Abhishek Shrivastav and
Nilesh Karpe.

CR’s Successful Trial Run on
Panvel-Pen Electric Traction
By Ashok Dhamija
PANVEL: On the
occasion of 150th birth
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, first
electric loco WCAG1/
21978/KYN successfully completed its
trial run in the newly
electrified Panvel-PenPanvel section 87
route km on Central
Railway, Mumbai
Division. The same
has been possible due
to Piyush Goyal,
Hon’ble Minister of
Railway and Coal
recent directive about
the cabinet approval
for electrification of
Indian Railways. As
such this section after
the sanction of Com-

D.K. Sharma, General Manager, Central Railway lauded the new milestone on
its Mumbai Division between Panvel and Pen
missioner of Railway
Safety (Central
Circle), will become
electrified for saving
travel time and
earning carbon
footprints.

Panvel-Pen Electrified section has more
than 2,000 OHE
masts including 23
bridge masts; more
than 100 multi-track
portals, one tunnel.
Speaking on the
new milestone D.K.
Sharma, General
Manager, Central
Railway, said “It’s the
start of a new era and
will play a pivotal role
in connecting Konkan
region and Western
Ghats on electrics
with conversion of
electrification. It will
also enable Central
Railway to run
MEMU trains instead
of DEMU on this
section.
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Please leave Bapu alone
By Hema Gobindram
It is indeed a
matter of pride that
India and Indians
have successfully
accomplished a great
structuring of iconic
values, almost totally
revolving around
Mahatma Gandhi.
It is clear that a
very important and
outstanding influence
in our shades of
freedom and morality,
non-violence and civic
sense, especially the
Swacchata Abhiyaan,
pride of Swadeshi and
non-prejudice and
countless other
endeavors has been

Gandhiji!
Almost everyone is
intrigued, as to how
an ‘ordinary looking
person, in minimal

attire, sans any
position of so called
political power,
without any image
management agencies
or aspiration for
Brand Building can be

a PERSONA of people,
for people at all
times…A Persona that
will continue to
influence millions and
millions of people in
India and abroad, the
common man as well
as the high and
mighty in powerful
places over a century
of great change and
several paradigm
shifts.
Schools, colleges or
social, political
institutions, NGOs as
well as various
outreach programs,
especially in the
Cont. on pg. 6

Jain community of Navi Mumbai and Mumbai
appeal to the government to save Mt Shikharji
By Divakar Gore
NAVI MUMBAI: On
the week of Mahatma
Gandhi Jayanti, who
relentlessly preached
patience, tolerance
and peace to the
world, the entire Jain
community of Navi
Mumbai and Mumbai
came together to
appeal to save Mount
Shikharji, located at
Giridih district of
Jharkhand, India.
The Shikharji
mountain range, also
called Parasnath hills
has been of spiritual,
cultural and religious
importance to our
nation even before the
beginning of modern
history. Inscriptions
in Sanskrit older than
16th century only
validate them.
The Save Shikhar-

jiis a movement to
highlight the spiritual
significance of India’s
national treasure
where twenty of the
twenty¬ four Jain
tirthankaras along
with many other
monks attained
Moksha thousands of
years ago; even today
people perform
Parikrama around the

entire Parasnath hill,
and the pilgrimage to
Shikharji peak is a
round trip of 27 km.
People wanting to
experience spiritual
awakening and live a
positive, peaceful life
undertake the pilgrimage on foot
through the MadhuCont. on pg. 6
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India’s Swachh Bharat
Mission (SBM) receives global praise
The NDA government invoked Mahatma Gandhi’s vision of a
clean and healthy country. Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced a Swachh movement in 2014. Four years later the outcomes show that achieving social change is far from easy.
Besides making sanitation a movement through the provision
of well-designed toilets and behaviour change in rural India, the
SBM should have a broader vision of what constitutes cleanliness.
The Centre asserts that urban toilet coverage is now 87% of the
target,
Besides ending manual scavenging, the Swachh Bharat Mission must ensure that the manual cleaning of septic tanks, which
is killing so many workers each year, is stopped.
It would be even better if the latrine wastes are collected to
produce compost. I think at present, everything goes to ocean.
Even wastes from hospitals goes to ocean with all the bacterias of
different human diseases that can contaminate sea animals and
plants. Morally speaking, sending dirt to sea is not a right action.
There are two aspects to cleaning India. One is improving the
infrastructure (toilers, water, dustbin, garbage collection & waste
processing) and other is the changing the attitude and behavioral
pattern of the public. The second aspect will come only through
education and may take as much as a generation or two decades of
time. A case in example is all of us get very critical of the government and municipalities when flooding happens after rains, due to
clogged storm water drains but hardly ever take people to task for
throwing garbage into the drainage. What SBM has achieved is to
raise awareness about the need for cleanliness as it is fundamental to having hygienic environment and good health. What Modi
has done is to bring focus. What has not been achieved in past 70
years cannot be undone in 4 years.
SBM has definitely driven people and made them more aware
on cleanliness. The naysayers will point to the deficiency but the
biggest PLUS is the awareness and readiness of people to accept
that they have to change for making the country a clean liveable
place. As for the practice of manual scavenging and cleaning by
particular castes greater social malaise needs to be tackled with a
new and stringent approach.
The achievements made in SBM so far is phenomenal, in comparison with the past performance of earlier governments.
The undeniable fact is that cleanliness campaign has led to a
significant awareness among the citizens and they are willing to
and are making changes. Urban local bodies (ULBs) do fear complaints under SBM and attend to them quickly. It is a fact that
open defecation has largely been eliminated not only in urban but
also in rural areas. That is a crowning achievement of the SBM.

Jain community of...
Cont. from pg. 5
ban forest; which is
unfortunately being
neglected and is at the
risk of being commercially exploited. We
must act now to save
it.
In September 2015,
Hon’ble Chief Minister
of Jharkhand, Raghubar Das, had publicly
committed to develop
Shikharji as ‘an
international seat of
spiritualism and

enlightenment’. He
even welcomed a Jain
delegation and
showed keen interest
to provide infrastructure without disturbing its sanctity to
preserve the holiness
and sanctity of the
hill.
The lack of action
from the Jharkhand
state government to
declare Shikharjias ‘a
place of worship’ is

leading the hills to
commercial exploitation and unplanned,
rampant urbanization, which is violating the spiritual
sanctity of the place.
We appeal to every
citizen of India to join
hands to preserve and
promote our invaluable spiritual abode
by signing the petition at
www.SaveShikharji.com
and sharing on social
media using hashtag
#SaveShikharji.

CR To Standardise and
Integrate Its Rakes
By Ashok Dhamija
Mumbai: The
following trains
leaving from Lokmanya Tilak Terminus
Central Railway will
have standardise and
integrated rakes for
operational reasons.

a) 11061/11062 LTTDarbhanga Express
b) 11015/11016 LTTGorakhpur Kushinagar Express
Upon standardisation and integration of
these two train rakes,
the composition of

both the trains will be
22 coaches including
One AC-2 Tier, Two
AC-3 Tier, 13 Sleeper
Class, Three General
Second Class, One
Pantry Car And Two
Luggage cum Generator Vans.

Residents of Kharonda village to get relief

Palghar district’s Kharonda village witnesses heavy rain which fetches water to the
villagers only for eight to nine months. This is due to absence of water storing facility
in the village. Galaxy Surfektentus Ltd noticed this problem and has decided to solve
the problem. This will provide relief to the residents of Kharonda village. (By Vijaykumar Kamble)

‘Nai Talim’ Day celebrated by NMMC School at Shiravane
Navi Mumbai Municipal
Corporation School No.
15, Shiravane, on the occasion of Jayanties of Lal
Bahadur Shastri and Mahatma Gandhi celebrated
‘Nai Talim’ Day. The chief
of the centre Atmaram
Mirkute and head mistress
Yugandhara Thakur guided the people to carry out
various social events and carry out cleanliness campaign at Shiravane village and
surroundings. Students and teachers of the school participated in big number. (By
Vikram Gaikwad)

Please
leave...
Cont. from pg. 5
current week have
been inspired and
motivated by the
Great Mahatma,
whose name ensures
honesty, lofty ideals,
sanctity of purpose
and welfare all in one
click!
So the Joy of
Giving, the Service
Week, the Cleanliness
Programs are all
indeed great endeavors by people groups
to feel good themselves as well as
spread ‘good feel’
around, resonating
with the goodness and

the sacrifice of a real
Mahatma, who
actually was totally
oblivious of his
greatness, greatness
or everlasting Brand
value,,,
Did he ever yearn
that people adore him
in this monumental
manner…?
Of course not..!
Yet, when a
leading Broadsheet
today carried a feature
declaring a Makeover
of Gandhiji for making him more attractive to the youth, it
was a moment of deep
enrage!
Leave Gandhiji
alone. The Mahatma
does not need a

makeover, to reach
out to
anybody!!!Whoever
needs a makeover of
any sort. Even one
percent can easily
reach out to the spirit,
beliefs and convictions
of the Mahatma and
realize that the
change is TOTAL.
While Gandhiji
propounded and
propagated the
spinning of Khadi and
the charkha, the
spinning wheel of
work and welfare,
several fashion
designers managed to
elevate the humble
khadi to a Designer
Robe. Quite commendable!
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School bag burden policy in place but
there is no end solution
The government’s policy mandates that
school bags should not be more than 10% of the
child’s body weight. In July 2015, the state education department clearly laid down a list of
guidelines for schools to reduce the weight of
school bags. Even though there is a policy in
place, the children carry most of the books thereby carrying heavy school bags. Three years after the Maharashtra government came up with
a policy to reduce the weight of school bags, little seems to have been done to implement it.
It is indeed a right step in the right direction
to make school bags lighter for Children. Human Rights commission is there to look into the
problems of the people including school going
children. Present day education system is taxing. School fees are very high and the school
bags have become a burden. There is no doubt
about it. So, the State Government’s policy in
place, but kids still carry heavy school bags.
After the introduction of computers in schools,
colleges and offices, there is need to reduce paper work and hence the school bags should weigh
lighter. Instead of reducing the weight of the
school bags, school authorities add more weight
to these bags by adding more books and in the
process more note books as well.
Parents have to bore major share of the cost
of books/note books as well the weight of the bags
as the parents feel pity on their children and
carry the schoolbags to the school. Maharashtra State Human Rights order is a right step in
the right direction. It is up to the State Government to follow the order in right spirits and provide the best solution to the school going children. School Authorities and the Parent-Teach-

Movie world..

Cont. from pg. 4

I’m Not A Terrorist
The film I’m Not A Terrorist is directed and
produced by Arjin Uppal.
Born in Kashmir, Ummar was sent by his mother to live with his aunt in Malaysia. There, he becomes acquitted
and slowly develops a relationship with Dayana, who is the
daughter of a famous businessman. When Ummar finds out that
his mother is dying from an illness back home,
Dayana helps
him purchase a
flight ticket to
Kashmir. What
he doesn’t know
is that Dayana has also bought another ticket for
herself due to her curious and adventurous nature.
While there, Dayana learns the truth behind why
Ummar was sent away and soon finds herself in
the middle of a terrorist plot.
The film has Gulshan Grover as Abu Zar, Rahul
Dev...Mustaffar, Afiq Muiz...Ummar, Farida
Jalal...Zabira, Khir Mohd Noor... Villain.
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Letters to the Editor....
er Association is ready to monitor the weight of
the bag sand bring it down with an amicable solution. The end solution to the problem is that the
policy in place should be implemented in total and
proper monitoring is the need of the hour.
- C.K. Subramaniam, Sanpada

Casting couch cost
career of upcoming stars
Ms. Tanushree Dutta, who recently kicked up
a storm after she alleged that Mr. Patekar harassed her on the sets of film Horn OK Pleassss
in 2008, said he is trying to intimidate her giving
empty threats. Given the recent developments, we
feel that casting couch has been a dark secret of
this industry for a long time. In order to put an
end to such incidents in the industry, there is only
a simple solution and that is by saying no to it.
Also contrary to the claims made by Nana’s lawyer the legal notice has not been served. Instead
of making empty threats to intimidate Tanushree into silence. This is part and parcel of film
industry and female actors burnt the brunt of such
harassment in the sets of films.
This is the story of countless millions in our
country who are still waiting justice because they
got dragged into a web of legal mumbo-jumbo and
were silenced into submission. They make a mockery of not only our judiciary, but also our esteemed
Constitution by trying to disrupt a person’s freedom of speech by such threats. In film industry
likes and dislikes continue as in the case of love is
blind. When the relationship move around smoothly then there is friction then it turns into legal
notices, allegations and counter allegations that
follow.
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While Dutta’s account has been confirmed
by eye witnesses, legal expert says that Dutta’s
biggest obstacle is that Indian courts are not
sympathetic to delays in raising complaints. In
2008, Tanushree Dutta was cast as the female
lead in Horn ‘OK’ Pleassss opposite Nana
Patekar. Trouble started when Mr Patekar allegedly hijacked a song shoot, inserting himself
into the sequence and allegedly demanding that
dance moves that would allow him to inappropriately touch Ms Dutta be introduced. When
Ms Dutta objected and left the set, Mr Patekar
allegedly used his political connections to have
thugs attack not just her vanity van but also
the car in which Ms Dutta’s parents had arrived to pick her up - footage of this alleged attack went viral some days ago. Tanushree Dutta’s story has been backed on Twitter by two
women who were on set the day the alleged harassment took place. She complained to a film
body 10 years ago but was swiftly silenced.
The film fraternity have been left shaken and
stirred beyond compare - this is, after all, the
very first time that an alleged sexual predator
has been named in an industry popularly believed to thrive on the exchange of sexual favours
for roles - and celebrities are picking a side, some
of them involuntarily. As the Tanushree Dutta
vs Nana Patekar case continues to snowball into
one of Bollywood’s biggest controversies the
media is having go on a sensitive case. This
thread is very telling. At the time of the incident being debated today even when Tanushree
Dutta had career concerns to keep quiet 10 years
ago she did not and her story has not changed
now. Her courage should be admired, not her
intention to questioned. Film Industry suffered
a setback in the sets and the persons concerned
are in denial mode and we all know how casting
couch cost the career of upcoming stars.
- C.KS, Navi Mumbai

Bridge at Panvel Railway Station to be repaired
As per MLA Prashant Thakur’s orders
By Vijaykumar Kamble
PANVEL: The platform no. 5 and 6 at Panvel Railway station
which joins Roha side’s
pedestrian bridge is
damaged and hence it
will be repaired. It was
MLA Prashant Thakur
who pointed out the
damage in the bridge to
the railway authorities
and ordered that the
bridge be repaired at
once. He noticed the
damage while he was
doing the inspection of
the bridge.
The dilapidated pedestrian bridge towards
Roha which connects
the platform number 5
and 6 at Panvel station
will be closed for few
days as the authorities
will be carrying out
work. The issue was
brought to the notice of
the railway authority
following an inspection

carried by MLA Prashant Thakur at the
railway station.

Mr. Thakur said,
“Panvel railway station
is one of the important

stations with local
trains and passenger
trains too halting there.
And it is even more important that the passengers get facilities
and it is the responsibility of the concerned
departments to take
care of that.”
During the survey
the officials of Panvel
Pravasi Sangh, railway officials, surveyed
the railway station and
discussed various issues with the officials.
The bridge was also inspected.
Panvel Station Manager Karandikar informed that the bridge
will be closed for next
week to carry out the
repair work. The Railway administration has
urged the commuters
to cooperate and the
bridge will be closed for
their safety.
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Ryan International Group Of Institutions Bestowed With The Samson Daniel Award
Former President of India lauds Ryan Group’s efforts in helping senior citizens
By Ashok Dhamija
NAVI
MUMBAI:
Former President of India Pranab Mukherjee
presented the prestigious Samson Daniel
Award 2018 to Ryan International Group of Institutions for its contribution towards the elderly people of the society
on the occasion of International Day of the Older Persons which iwas
celebrated on 1st October 2018. The same was
received by Ryan Pinto,
CEO, Ryan Group in
presence of eminent personalities at a special

ceremony organized by
HelpAge India in New
Delhi.
As may be recalled
over the years, Ryan
Group’s continuous effort in association with
HelpAge India in helping senior citizens live
a life of dignity and be
economically and physically secured has always been applauded
and commended.
In his address the
former President of India who praised the endeavours of Ryan International Group of
Schools across India

Pranab Mukherjee, Hon’ble Former President of India (R) presenting the Samson Daniel
Award to Ryan Pinto, CEO, Ryan Group (L) in presence of other dignitaries.

Traditional Day Celebrations
Highlights Unity In Diversity

By Ashok Dhamija
NAVI MUMBAI:
Traditional Day was
celebrated with

enthusiasm and great
fervor at Ryan
International School,
Nerul recently. The
Montessori students
of I, II & III grade
dressed up in attractive traditional attire
ethnic jewellery,

walked the ramp and
show cased the
journey of diverse
culture and traditions

followed in India
during the special
assembly.
“The programme
highlighted the
importance of unity in
diversity. The bright
colours of the costumes and the conta-

gions smile of the
student added energy
to the entire event. It
was an unique extrav-

agant display of our
tradition, culture and
heritage. All along it
was a grand learning
experience for the
youngsters,” shared
Janet Arhana, Head
Mistress of the
institute.

including Navi Mumbai and
Panvel municipal jurisdictions, under the leadership of
Dr. A. F. Pinto, Chairman and
Grace Pinto, Managing Director. Speaking about this honour, Ryan Pinto said, “We are
grateful to the Lord for this
honour. The Ryan group has
always given utmost importance to inculcate values of respect, charity and kindness
amongst students right from
the young age in order to nurture responsible and compassion citizens of tomorrow. We
are thankful to our parents
and students for their continual support and generosity towards this noble cause.”

FSI Off To A Winning Start
By Ashok Dhamija
NAVI MUMBAI: Football School of India
kicked off their campaign in the AIFF organized Under 18 Youth
League 2018-19 PreQualifiers – Maharashtra Zone with a fluent
2-0 win over FC Mumbaikars on Wednesday
evening at the Cooperage Ground.
FSI which is the
brain child of Navi
Mumbai based former
Indian Captain & Indian International Player (2002 – 2011) Abhishek Yadav, long with
his other international
team mates Deepak
Mandal & Shanmugam
Venkatesh made the
most of the defensive
lapse of FCM and conceded an own goal in
the 17th minute. Defender Biki Mondal in
an attempt to avert
danger to his citadel
hastily miskicked the
ball into his own net
much to the dismay of
his teammates. The
FCMside which is being mentored and
coached by former Indian midfielder Steven
Dias tried hard to get
back in to their groove
and overcome the early
setback, failed to find
the equalizer in the first
half.
FSI on resumption
soon settled down and
their packed their defence and thwarted
FMC strikers attempts

FSI striker Zaid Khan who scored the second goal
against FC Mumbaikars, mates in the AIFF organized
Under 18 Youth League 2018-19 Pre-Qualifiers – Maharashtra Zone, celebrates along with his team mates

FSI defender too rose to the occasion to deny their spirited opponent any chance of making a comeback.
who managed to make
a couple of runs towards their goal. In a
quick counter offensive
FSI’s striker Zaid Khan
took advantage of a porous midfield and
dodged past a couple of
defenders before slotting home the second
goal in the 62nd minute

to rock the FMC citadel for the second time.
With a two goal buffer
the FSI team played
safe and ended up on a
winning side
Results: FSI 2
(OG-Biki Mondal 17th
min , Zaid Khan 62nd
min) beat FC Mumbaikars 0. (HT 1-0).

